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Hello Siskiyous and HAPPY ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONALS DAY!
HUGE thank you to all of our Administrative Professionals….we would have nervous breakdowns
without you (seriously, we would)!
Updates this week:
· Transitioning COVID phases: As the number of active cases decrease in the County and, the
vaccine becomes more widely available, we will be looking to transition from phase orange
to phase yellow. You might ask, what does that mean? As a reminder, our phases of
operations can be accessed here. We understand that the end of the semester is near and,
for those working remotely and/or hybrid, I’m sure you have found your ‘groove’. At this
time, we recommend that you start thinking about returning to campus and letting us know

·

·

·

what your on-campus needs may be. As we approach the Governor’s June 15th re-open date
and, as higher education guidance becomes available, we hope to return to somewhat
normal, on-campus operations (of course with safety protocols remaining in place as
indicated by SCPH). We anticipate guidance to change on a weekly basis and, as with the
onset of COVID, we appreciate your patience as we transition to yet another ambiguous
phase in operations.
Teacher Appreciation Pen: As noted in the Campus Connection, we have a small token of
appreciation to recognize our faculty during teacher appreciation week. Feel free to stop by
the Office of Academic Affairs to pick up your 'Siskiyous Faculty ROCK!' pen.
May 28th Employee Recognition Event: In celebration of our upcoming Recognition Event as
well as the Memorial Day Holiday Weekend, all offices/areas will close at 4pm on Friday,
May 28th.
Suggestion Box: There was one question which asked if COS could share a Nursing Director
within the region while we continue our recruitment efforts. Thank you for the question! We
are currently researching this idea and have a meeting scheduled next week to discuss
further.
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